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HeroHeights
Just because it’s fantasy doesn’t mean it can’t be real.

HeroHeights is an app that provides basic dimensions for 19 common races 
(male and female) found in fantasy novels, RPGs, artworks, cosplay, and 
other fantasy-based creative endeavors.

HeroHeights means that you — gamer, writer, dungeon master, artist — can stop 
running to scattered manuals and obscure wikis to find out how tall your “tall” 
female dwarf warrior should be, or whether your average gnome thief can really 
spy through that keyhole in the bugbear stronghold (roll for an embarrassing 
boost up, my tiny friend). All of that information is right in your pocket, 
whenever you want it.



HeroHeights Features
Simple, gesture-based design.
A scroll and touch takes you instantly to measurements for 38 different combinations of race and 
gender, keeping your focus where it needs to be — storming the dungeon and saving the world.

Practical, meaningful measurements.
HeroHeights includes not only physical parameters like height or reach, but also some key 
environmental ones like furniture sizes or the height of that bar your mysterious elven rogue 
bellies up to. Use this data to make your fantasy imaginings more “real” and create scenarios 
that reflect the complexities of physical interactions between very different races.

Metric measurements, too!
Unlike most gaming manuals, which are largely produced in the US, HeroHeights provides all of 
its data in both US/imperial and metric. A quick tap on the character screen toggles to metric 
measurements for the big, wide world that digs fantasy and doesn’t count in inches. HeroHeights 
works for everyone, everywhere.

Usable in any creative context.
Let’s face it — measurements for fantasy races across 
multiple RPGs, books and other creative outlets tend 
to fall into narrow ranges. Dwarves, elves, orcs, even 
humans, are largely the same size from this game 
to that novel or that blockbuster film. HeroHeights 
calculates the average of those ranges to give you 
measurements that can be used in virtually any 
fantasy scenario.

A hassle-free resource.
The app is 99 cents, has no ads, no in-app purchases 
and neither accesses nor keeps your personal 
information. Because…well, why would it? That 
would be weird.

Available for both Apple and Android.
HeroHeights for iOS is a Universal app for your 
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. This app is optimized 
for iPhone 5, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus and iPhone 6s.

HeroHeights for Android is optimized for phones and 
tablets running Android 4.1 and higher.



Why HeroHeights?
This app grew out of another, Ergi (http://www.handymakes.com/ergi.html), which provides 
customized human-friendly dimensions for design, engineering and display. An RPG-loving 
designer who uses Ergi made an offhand comment that it would be cool to have that kind of data 
on-hand when she was building new characters or running a campaign. HeroHeights was born.

What’s next?
More races! Right now HeroHeights includes races commonly found in Dungeons & Dragons™, 
World of Warcraft™, Pathfinder™ and other big fantasy works. But we’ll be adding data for new 
races all the time. Follow @HandymakesNews on Twitter for updates about new releases.

Questions?
If you have any more questions about HeroHeights, please don’t hesitate to contact the app 
developer, Sharon Handy — shandy@handymakes.com.

Useful Links
HeroHeights for iOS:
https://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/
wa/viewSoftware?id=1031557102&mt=8

HeroHeights for Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.
handymakes.shandy.HeroHeights

HeroHeights Developer Website
http://www.handymakes.com/apps.html

HeroHeights on Twitter:
@HandymakesNews
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